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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNTFRRRzM5ZDBWV0E?usp=sharingNew QuestionA project manager

is assigned to a project and has not had a handover meeting with the previous project manager. The new project manager is

reviewing the percent of project completion, schedule progress, and budget constraints.Which of the following documents should the

project manager use to obtain this information?A.    Project scheduleB.    Balanced scorecardC.    Issue logD.    Status report

Answer: DNew QuestionThe key stakeholders have reported the project pace as being slow.The project sponsor would like to

cancel the project if it cannot be completed before the end of the year. The project is scheduled to be completed three months after

the requested date.To alter the pace of the project, which of the following should the project manager do FIRST?A.    Give approval

for the change requested by the project sponsorB.    Deny the request from the project sponsorC.    Document the change request

from the project sponsorD.    Ask the project sponsor to change the request.Answer: CNew QuestionA company has determined it

does not have the in-house capability to perform a project and wants to procure third-party services. Which of the following

documents will the company MOST likely release-FlRST?A.    RFOB.    RFIC.    RFPD.    RFQAnswer: BNew QuestionA project

manager is justifying a required change with the associated impact on the project.Which of the following is the NEXT step?A.   

ImplementationB.    ApprovalC.    ValidationD.    AuditingAnswer: BNew QuestionA project manager who is part of a global team

wants to have a team building meeting and decides to Mold a video conference.Which of the following is MOST likely to be the

main challenge that influences this decision?A.    Geographical factorsB.    Language barriersC.    Cultural differencesD.   

Technology factorsAnswer: ANew QuestionA project manager has an opportunity to add a highly skilled expert to the team who

can increase the probability of the project's success.Which of the following risk strategies should the project manager adopt?A.   

ExploitationB.    AvoidanceC.    AcceptanceD.    MitigationAnswer: ANew QuestionA new stake holder has joined the project team

and requested modifications that will result in minor changes to the project budget and schedule project manager is concerned that

the requests will lead to;A.    quality control issuesB.    additional risksC.    scope creepD.    time constraints.Answer: CNew

QuestionDuring the execution phase of a project, a project task has run longer than anticipated. Which of the following is the new

critical path of the project if Task 2 requires an additional two days to complete?A.    12 daysB.    14 daysC.    16 daysD.    19 days

Answer: ANew QuestionA new project sponsor has joined the project team, and the constraints on the project have been

reprioritized. The project cost was previously the most important factor, but the new sponsor has indicated that meeting a new,

shorter deadline is the priority.Which of the following effects is this MOST likely to have on the project?A.    The deliverables and

quality will remain the same, but the cost will increaseB.    The deliverables and quality will remain the same, but the cost will

decrease.C.    The deliverables and cost will remain the same, but the quality will increase.D.    The cost and quality will remain the

same, but the deliverables will increase.Answer: ANew QuestionWhen forming a project team, there are a number of phases. When

a project team is productive and effective this phase is known as which of the following?A.    FormingB.    NormingC.    Performing

D.    StormingAnswer: CNew QuestionThe business stakeholder has been engaged late and has just had a chance to review the

approved requirements. Consequently, it has been identified that there are a number of gaps in the requirements which are critical to

the stakeholder's business unit. Which of the following actions should the project manager take?A.    Initiate change controlB.   

Follow communications planC.    Manage project qualityD.    Prepare a performance reportAnswer: A!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2019
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